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ABSTRACT 

A system and method to alloW players of a video game to 
transfer funds between entities in a virtual environment. 
According to some embodiments, real World ?nancial 
instruments such as a credit card or other ?nancial instru 
ment may guarantee some or all of the virtual ?nancial 
operations. 
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FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND INSTRUMENTS 
IN A VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT 

PRIORITY CLAIM 

[0001] The following application claims priority as a 
continuation-in-part to US. patent application Ser. No. 
11/421,025 “Financial Institutions and Instruments in a 
Virtual Environment” ?led May 23, 2006, Which claims 
priority to US. Provisional Application Ser. No. 60/727,121 
“Methods, Processes, and System to Enhance a Player 
Experience of a Video Game” ?led Oct. 14, 2005, both of 
Which are hereby incorporated by reference in their entirety 
for all purposes. 

BACKGROUND 

[0002] Video games Which are accessible to multiple 
players via a server or peer to peer netWork are Well knoWn. 
For example, hundreds of thousands of players access games 
knoWn as massive multi-player online games (MMOGs) and 
massive multi-player online role playing games (MMOR 
PGs). Players of these games customarily access a game 
repeatedly (for durations typically ranging from a feW 
minutes to several days) over a given period of time, Which 
may be days, Weeks, months or even years. The games are 
often constructed such that players pay a periodic subscrip 
tion price (e. g., $15 per month) rather than, or in addition to, 
paying a one time purchase price for the game. Often, 
though not necessarily, these games have no ultimate “Win 
ner” or “Winning goal,” but instead attempt to create an 
enjoyable playing environment and a strong player commu 
nity. 

[0003] It Would be advantageous to provide improved 
methods and apparatus for increasing the enjoyment and/or 
longevity of video games including, but not necessarily 
limited to MMOGs and MMORPGs. 

SUMMARY 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0004] FIG. 1 is a block diagram depicting a netWork 
according to an embodiment of the present disclosure. 

[0005] FIG. 2 is a block diagram depicting a system 100 
according to one embodiment of the present invention. 

[0006] FIG. 3 illustrates a method of applying for a loan 
according to one embodiment of the invention. 

[0007] FIG. 4 is a schematic screen shot of a type of a 
request for a loan. 

[0008] FIG. 5 is a schematic screen shot of an array of 
payment options for a loan. 

[0009] FIG. 6 is a schematic screen shot of an acceptance 
of a loan. 

[0010] FIG. 7 illustrates a method of applying for a loan 
according to one embodiment of the invention. 

[0011] FIG. 8 illustrates a method of applying for a loan 
according to one embodiment of the invention. 

[0012] FIG. 9 illustrates a contract generated upon forma 
tion of a. 
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[0013] FIG. 10 loan illustrates a Written communication 
notifying a player that payment on a loan is due. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

De?nitions: 

[0014] Unless stated to the contrary, for the purposes of 
the present disclosure, the folloWing terms shall have the 
folloWing de?nitions: 

[0015] Credit Cardia credit instrument issued by a real 
World institution to a player that alloWs the player to make 
purchases by providing an account identi?er (eg a credit 
card number) rather than cash or other currency. An example 
is a credit card like those issued by Vrsa, MasterCard, or 
American Express. For the purposes of the present disclo 
sure, the term “Credit card” is intended in a very broad sense 
and is not limited to those situations in Which a player’s 
purchases are made on credit (i.e. Where payments for those 
purchases is not due until a later time) but also includes 
?nancial instruments such as debit cards, check cards, lines 
of credit and the like. 

[0016] Virtual credit cardia ?nancial instrument issued 
in a virtual environment that acts in the virtual environment 
for virtual currency the Way a real World credit card acts in 
the real World for real currency. 

[0017] Real Cash Valueithe value in real dollars of the 
virtual currency. This value can be determined by multiply 
ing the value of a virtual currency amount by the current 
exchange rate to real dollars. 

[0018] Total virtual obligation amountithe total amount 
of the virtual ?nancial obligation(s) associated With a player 
character’s account. 

[0019] Virtual ContractiAn enforceable agreement 
betWeen a ?rst player character and either another player 
character, a game server, or a third party. Some examples of 
virtual contracts are provided in US. Provisional Patent 
Application Ser. No. 60/652,036, Which is hereby incorpo 
rated by reference in its entirety for all purposes. 

[0020] Virtualishall mean in a video game environment 
or other intangible space. 

[0021] Virtual Worldia World created in an online game 
such as World of Warcraft, or a virtual community such as 
Second Life, Eve or There.com. 

[0022] Virtual Creditorishall mean a ?rst player charac 
ter or other entity Who is oWed a virtual obligation by a 
second player character. 

[0023] Virtual Credit Scoreia score given to player char 
acters in a video game based on one or more of the folloWing 
criteria: the virtual assets they possess, the age of the 
character account, the type of account, e.g. basic or pre 
mium, the available credit line of the credit card associated 
With the account, the existing virtual ?nancial obligations of 
the player character account, the player character’s payment 
history including days to pay, amounts overdue or delin 
quent, and/or the player character’s real World credit score, 
and/or the factors used in the real World to determine a credit 
score. 

[0024] Virtual Financial Accountia virtual account 
issued to a player character by a virtual bank, game server 
or third party Where virtual cash can be deposited and 
WithdraWn. 
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[0025] Virtual Financial ObligationiAn agreement by a 
player character or entity to pay one or more game attributes 
to another player character, entity or the game server. This 
obligation can be a one time payment, or may require 
multiple payments over time. The obligation may specify 
When payments and/ or interest are due. 

[0026] Virtual Financial lntermediaryiFinancial inter 
mediaries are institutions including depository institutions, 
contractual savings institutions, and investment intermedi 
aries Which offer ?nancial products and services for use 
Within the virtual environment. The various ?nancial inter 
mediaries available in the virtual environment may each 
serve different or overlapping purposes and provide means 
for using, saving, borroWing and transferring currency. 

[0027] Virtual Financial Obligation Valueithe in game 
value of the obligation. For virtual cash the value may be 
stated as a virtual and/or real cash amount. For other game 
attributes, the value can be determined by generating a 
virtual cash market value for the item based on the current 
value in an online marketplace or exchange. The value of the 
obligation may be ?xed or variable and may also be set as 
a condition of the player contract and/or by the game server 
or other entity. 

[0028] Billing lnformationishall mean any information 
pertaining to billing a player for playing a game, accessing 
a game, purchasing goods or services, or any other reasons. 
Billing information may include such information as a 
billing address, credit card account number, bank account 
number, pay pal account number or other payment facilita 
tor, or the account number of any other ?nancial entity 
providing a real World credit line or any other payment 
related information. 

[0029] Character or “player character”ia persona created 
and controlled by a player in a video game. 

[0030] Avatarithe virtual representation of a player char 
acter. 

[0031] Character Accountian account that tracks charac 
ter attributes. 

[0032] Character Attributeiany quality, trait, feature or 
characteristic a particular Character can have that is stored 
in the corresponding Character Account. Character 
Attributes may include, but are not be limited to: 

[0033] l. A character score 

[0034] 2. A virtual object 

[0035] 3. The physical appearance of a character 

[0036] 4. An emblem or mark 

[0037] 5. A synthetic voice 

[0038] 6. Virtual currency 

[0039] 7. Virtual help points or credits 

[0040] 8. The ability to join groups of other players at 
a later time 

[0041] 9. A score for subsequent matching of later game 
parameters 

[0042] 

[0043] 

10. A relationship With another character 

11. A genetic pro?le or makeup 
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[0044] 12. A skill or skill level 

[0045] 13. A ranking 

[0046] Character Lifeia ?xed or variable, ?nite or in? 
nite period of virtual or real World time that a player 
character can exist in a game environment. 

[0047] Character Skillsigame attributes inherent in or 
acquired by a player character during game play such as, but 
not limited to: the ability to cast (certain) spells, foretell the 
future, read minds, use (certain) Weapons, cook, hunt, ?nd 
herbs, assemble herbs into potions, mine, assemble objects 
into other objects, ?y, and/or enchant other player charac 
ters. 

[0048] Computer Generated (CG) or Non-Player (NP) 
Characteriany character that is controlled by the game 
system and/or a computer program and/or rules established 
by the game system and/or a player and not by a player on 
a continuous basis. 

[0049] Game performance parameteriany aspect of a 
Video Game by Which a player character’s performance can 
be measured. Game Parameters shall include, but not be 
limited to: 

[0050] l. Completing all or part of a mission 

[0051] 2. Playing for a certain period of time 

[0052] 3. Winning a match against another player char 
acter or computer generated character 

[0053] 4. Reaching a certain level or score 

[0054] 
[0055] 

. using or obtaining an ability or technology 

. kill/death ratios 

[0057] 

5 

6 

[0056] 7. obtaining, creating or modifying an object 

8. solving a puZZle 

9 [0058] . accuracy With Weapons 

[0059] 10. effective use of the proper Weapon 

[0060] ll. killing a certain character/creature 

[0061] 12. getting through or to a certain geographic 
area 

[0062] 13. decreasing or increasing Karma Points 

[0063] 14. getting, buying, exchanging or learning a 
neW skill or player attribute 

[0064] 15. having a child 

[0065] 
[0066] 17. obtaining, buying, trading, producing or 

developing raW materials 

[0067] 

[0068] 

[0069] 
[0070] 21. Winning an election among tWo or more 

player characters 

16. getting married 

18. producing goods or services 

19. earning income 

20. earning a higher rank in an army 

[0071] 22. achieving deity or other status 

[0072] 23. improving player character status or caste 
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[0073] 24. assisting other player characters With any of 
the above 

[0074] 25. speed of accomplishing or changing the rate 
or trends of any or all of the above. 

[0075] In-game Marketplaceishall mean a virtual envi 
ronment Where Characters can exchange items attributes, or 
any other exchangeable game element. 

[0076] Novice Playerishall mean a player that is identi 
?ed as requiring the help of an expert to complete a Game 
Parameter. 

[0077] Playerishall mean an individual Who can register 
an account With a Video Game Central Server or Within a 
peer-to-peer netWork and create Characters that can interact 
With other Characters in a Virtual Environment, and/ or that 
can authoriZe a NPC to act on the player’s behalf. 

[0078] Player Accountishall mean an account on the 
Video Game Central Server or Within a peer-to -peer netWork 
that contains a Player pro?le including personal, billing, and 
character account information. 

[0079] Player Attributeishall mean any attribute that can 
be applied to a player account. Player Attributes shall 
include, but not be limited to: 

[0080] 1. Real Currency 

[0081] 2. Discount of monthly fees for playing game 

[0082] 3. Monthly fee for playing a game 

[0083] 4. Interest rates for use of or borroWing real or 
virtual cash amounts 

[0084] 5. Global character attribute settings for all char 
acters created by player across multiple games. 

[0085] 6. ReWards for encouraging another player to 
signup to play 

[0086] Player to Player Contractia real and/or virtual but 
binding contract betWeen player characters that alloWs the 
players to provide or exchange game attributes to one 
another. Once a player-to-player contract is established, the 
game server or peer-to-peer netWork automatically distrib 
utes acquired game attributes betWeen the player characters 
based on the contract conditions. 

[0087] Video Gameia game played on a Video Game 
Consul that may or may not be netWorked to a Video Game 
Central Server or Within a peer-to-peer netWork. 

[0088] Video Game Consulia device comprising a CPU, 
memory and optional permanent storage residing at a player 
location that can alloW for the playing of video games. 
Examples include, home PCs, Microsoft Xbox, and Sony 
Playstation. 

[0089] Video Game Central Serveria CPU, memory and 
permanent or temporary storage that is connected to multiple 
Video Game Consuls that alloWs for Massive Multi Player 
Online Video Games to be played. 

[0090] Video Game Environmentia virtual video game 
World that is stored on the combination of the Video Game 
Central Server and Video Game Consuls Where Characters 
interact and games are played. 
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[0091] The term “variation” of an invention means an 
embodiment of the invention, unless expressly speci?ed 
otherWise. 

[0092] Areference to “another embodiment” in describing 
an embodiment does not imply that the referenced embodi 
ment is mutually exclusive With another embodiment (e.g., 
an embodiment described before the referenced embodi 
ment), unless expressly speci?ed otherWise. 

[0093] The terms “including”, “comprising” and varia 
tions thereof mean “including but not limited to”, unless 
expressly speci?ed otherWise. 

[0094] The term “consisting of” and variations thereof 
mean “including and limited to”, unless expressly speci?ed 
otherWise. 

[0095] The terms “a”, “an” and “the” mean “one or more”, 
unless expressly speci?ed otherWise. 

[0096] The term “plurality” means “tWo or more”, unless 
expressly speci?ed otherWise. 

[0097] The term “herein” means “in this patent applica 
tion, including anything Which may be incorporated by 
reference”, unless expressly speci?ed otherWise. 

[0098] The phrase “at least one of”, When such phrase 
modi?es a plurality of things (such as an enumerated list of 
things) means any combination of one or more of those 
things, unless expressly speci?ed otherWise. For example, 
the phrase “at least one of a Widget, a car and a Wheel” 
means either (i) a Widget, (ii) a car, (iii) a Wheel, (iv) a 
Widget and a car, (v) a Widget and a Wheel, (vi) a car and a 
Wheel, or (vii) a Widget, a car and a Wheel. 

[0099] The phrase “based on” does not mean “based only 
on”, unless expressly speci?ed otherWise. In other Words, 
the phrase “based on” describes both “based only on” and 
“based at least on”. 

[0100] The term “represent” and like terms are not exclu 
sive, unless expressly speci?ed otherWise. For example, the 
term “represents” do not mean “represents only”, unless 
expressly speci?ed otherWise. In other Words, the phrase 
“the data represents a credit card number” describes both 
“the data represents only a credit card number” and “the data 
represents a credit card number and the data also represents 
something else”. 

[0101] The term “Whereby” is used herein only to precede 
a clause or other set of Words that express only the intended 
result, objective or consequence of something that is previ 
ously and explicitly recited. Thus, When the term “Whereby” 
is used in a claim, the clause or other Words that the term 
“Whereby” modi?es do not establish speci?c further limita 
tions of the claim or otherWise restricts the meaning or scope 
of the claim. 

[0102] The term “e.g.” and like terms means “for 
example”, and thus does not limit the term or phrase it 
explains. For example, in the sentence “the computer sends 
data (e.g., instructions, a data structure) over the Internet”, 
the term “e.g.” explains that “instructions” are an example of 
“data” that the computer may send over the Internet, and 
also explains that “a data structure” is an example of “data” 
that the computer may send over the Internet. HoWever, both 
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“instructions” and “a data structure” are merely examples of 
“data”, and other things besides “instructions” and “a data 
structure” can be “data”. 

[0103] The term “determining” and grammatical variants 
thereof (e.g., to determine a price, determining a value, 
determine an object Which meets a certain criterion) is used 
in an extremely broad sense. The term “determining” 
encompasses a Wide variety of actions and therefore “deter 
mining” can include calculating, computing, processing, 
deriving, investigating, looking up (e.g., looking up in a 
table, a database or another data structure), ascertaining and 
the like. Also, “determining” can include receiving (e.g., 
receiving information), accessing (e.g., accessing data in a 
memory) and the like. Also, “determining” can include 
resolving, selecting, choosing, establishing, and the like. It 
does not imply certainty or absolute precision, and does not 
imply that mathematical processing, numerical methods or 
an algorithm process be used. Therefore “determining” can 
include estimating, predicting, guessing and the like. 

[0104] It Will be readily apparent to one of ordinary skill 
in the art that the various processes described herein may be 
implemented by, e.g., appropriately programmed general 
purpose computers and computing devices. Typically a 
processor (e.g., one or more microprocessors, one or more 

microcontrollers, one or more digital signal processors) Will 
receive instructions (e.g., from a memory or like device), 
and execute those instructions, thereby performing one or 
more processes de?ned by those instructions. 

[0105] A “processor” means one or more microprocessors, 
central processing units (CPUs), computing devices, micro 
controllers, digital signal processors, or like devices or any 
combination thereof. Thus a description of a process is 
likeWise a description of an apparatus for performing the 
process. The apparatus can include, e.g., a processor and 
those input devices and output devices that are appropriate 
to perform the method. Further, programs that implement 
such methods (as Well as other types of data) may be stored 
and transmitted using a variety of media (e.g., computer 
readable media) in a number of manners. In some embodi 
ments, hard-Wired circuitry or custom hardWare may be used 
in place of, or in combination With, some or all of the 
softWare instructions that can implement the processes of 
various embodiments. Thus, various combinations of hard 
Ware and softWare may be used instead of softWare only. 

[0106] The term “computer-readable medium” refers to 
any medium that participates in providing data (e.g., instruc 
tions, data structures) Which may be read by a computer, a 
processor or a like device. Such a medium may take many 
forms, including but not limited to, non-volatile media, 
volatile media, and transmission media. Non-volatile media 
include, for example, optical or magnetic disks and other 
persistent memory. Volatile media include dynamic random 
access memory (DRAM), Which typically constitutes the 
main memory. Transmission media include coaxial cables, 
copper Wire and ?ber optics, including the Wires that com 
prise a system bus coupled to the processor. Transmission 
media may include or convey acoustic Waves, light Waves 
and electromagnetic emissions, such as those generated 
during radio frequency (RF) and infrared (IR) data commu 
nications. Common forms of computer-readable media 
include, for example, a ?oppy disk, a ?exible disk, hard disk, 
magnetic tape, any other magnetic medium, a CD-ROM, 
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DVD, any other optical medium, punch cards, paper tape, 
any other physical medium With patterns of holes, a RAM, 
a PROM, an EPROM, a FLASH-EEPROM, any other 
memory chip or cartridge, a carrier Wave as described 
hereinafter, or any other medium from Which a computer can 
read. 

[0107] Various forms of computer readable media may be 
involved in carrying data (eg sequences of instructions) to 
a processor. For example, data may be (i) delivered from 
RAM to a processor; (ii) carried over a Wireless transmission 
medium; (iii) formatted and/or transmitted according to 
numerous formats, standards or protocols, such as Ethernet 
(or IEEE 802.3), SAP, ATP, BluetoothTM, and TCP/IP, 
TDMA, CDMA, and 3G; and/or (iv) encrypted to ensure 
privacy or prevent fraud in any of a variety of Ways Well 
knoWn in the art. 

[0108] Thus a description of a process is likeWise a 
description of a computer-readable medium storing a pro 
gram for performing the process. The computer-readable 
medium can store (in any appropriate format) those program 
elements Which are appropriate to perform the method. 

[0109] Just as the description of various steps in a process 
does not indicate that all the described steps are required, 
embodiments of an apparatus include a computer/computing 
device operable to perform some (but not necessarily all) of 
the described process. 

[0110] Likewise, just as the description of various steps in 
a process does not indicate that all the described steps are 
required, embodiments of a computer-readable medium 
storing a program or data structure include a computer 
readable medium storing a program that, When executed, can 
cause a processor to perform some (but not necessarily all) 
of the described process. 

[0111] Where databases are described, it Will be under 
stood by one of ordinary skill in the art that (i) alternative 
database structures to those described may be readily 
employed, and (ii) other memory structures besides data 
bases may be readily employed. Any illustrations or descrip 
tions of any sample databases presented herein are illustra 
tive arrangements for stored representations of information. 
Any number of other arrangements may be employed 
besides those suggested by, e.g., tables illustrated in draW 
ings or elseWhere. Similarly, any illustrated entries of the 
databases represent exemplary information only; one of 
ordinary skill in the art Will understand that the number and 
content of the entries can be different from those described 
herein. Further, despite any depiction of the databases as 
tables, other formats (including relational databases, object 
based models and/or distributed databases) are Well knoWn 
and could be used to store and manipulate the data types 
described herein. LikeWise, object methods or behaviors of 
a database can be used to implement various processes, such 
as the described herein. In addition, the databases may, in a 
knoWn manner, be stored locally or remotely from any 
device(s) Which access data in the database. 

[0112] Various embodiments can be con?gured to Work in 
a netWork environment including a computer that is in 
communication (e.g., via a communications netWork) With 
one or more devices. The computer may communicate With 
the devices directly or indirectly, via any Wired or Wireless 
medium (eg the Internet, LAN, WAN or Ethernet, Token 
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Ring, a telephone line, a cable line, a radio channel, an 
optical communications line, commercial on-line service 
providers, bulletin board systems, a satellite communica 
tions link, a combination of any of the above). Each of the 
devices may themselves comprise computers or other com 
puting devices, such as those based on the Intel® Pentium® 
or CentrinoTM processor, that are adapted to communicate 
With the computer. Any number and type of devices may be 
in communication With the computer. 

[0113] In an embodiment, a server computer or centraliZed 
authority may not be necessary or desirable. For example, 
the present invention may, in an embodiment, be practiced 
on one or more devices Without a central authority. In such 

an embodiment, any functions described herein as per 
formed by the server computer or data described as stored on 
the server computer may instead be performed by or stored 
on one or more such devices. 

Description 

[0114] Massive multi player online games (MMOGs) or 
massive multi-player role playing games (MMORPGs) are 
computer games Which are capable of supporting hundreds, 
thousands, or millions of players simultaneously. Typically, 
but not necessarily in all cases, this type of game is played 
in a giant persistent World Where the game continues playing 
regardless of Whether or not real players are logged in. 
Players commonly access these games through a netWork 
such as the lntemet, and may or may not be required to 
purchase additional softWare or hardWare in order to play the 
game. Such netWorks alloW for people all over the World to 
participate and interact With each other in a virtual environ 
ment. The present disclosure provides systems and methods 
Which contribute to any one or more of the folloWing, 
including, the enjoyment, potential economy, scale, groWth, 
evolution and longevity of such a game. 

[0115] The herein described aspects and draWings illus 
trate components contained Within, or connected With other 
components that permit play in the virtual environment. It is 
to be understood that such depicted designs are merely 
exemplary and that many other designs may be implemented 
to achieve the same functionality. Any arrangement of 
components to achieve the same or similar functionality is 
effectively associated such that the desired functionality is 
achieved. FIG. 1 provides an exemplary netWork Which may 
be used to support a virtual environment. 

[0116] Referring to FIG. 1, a netWork 100 according to 
one embodiment includes a central server 120 in commu 

nication With a plurality of video game playing units 18. 
Those of ordinary skill in the art Will appreciate that any 
number of video game playing units may be in communi 
cation With the central server and/or said central server may 
be replaced With a peer-to-peer netWork topology. Similarly, 
more than one server may operate to coordinate the activities 
of the video game playing units, as is Well knoWn in the art. 
Typically, but not necessarily, the number of video game 
playing units changes at various times as players join games 
and as players stop playing games. 

[0117] Central server 120 may comprise any computing 
device (e.g., one or more computers) capable of communi 
cating With other computing devices. The server 120 typi 
cally comprises a processor Which is in communication With 
a storage device, such as an appropriate combination of 
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RAM, ROM, hard disk, and other Well knoWn storage 
media. Central server 120 may comprise one or more 

personal computers, Web servers, dedicated game servers, 
video game consoles, any combination of the foregoing, or 
the like. 

[0118] Each video game device 18 may comprise any 
device capable of communicating With central server 120, 
providing video game information to a player, and transmit 
ting the player’s desired actions to the central server. Each 
video game device typically comprises a processor Which is 
in communication With a storage device, such as an appro 
priate combination of RAM, ROM, hard disk, and other Well 
knoWn storage media. Suitable video game devices include, 
but are not limited to, personal computers, video game 
consoles, mobile phones, and personal data assistants 
(PDAs) and may be Wireless or conventionally Wired 
devices. 

[0119] Some or all of video game 17 can be stored on 
central server 120. Alternatively, some or all of video game 
17 may be stored on the individual video game devices 18. 
Typically, the video game devices are able to communicate 
With one another. Such communication may or may not be 
facilitated by central server 120. Accordingly, a player 1911 
accessing video game 17 via game device 1811 may be able 
to play With a player 19b accessing video game 17 via game 
device 18b. As shoWn, it may be possible for multiple 
players (eg 19c, 19d) to access central server 120 via the 
same game device (eg 180). Regardless of Whether video 
game 17 is stored on central server 120 or video game 
devices 18, server 120 is typically con?gured to facilitate 
play of the game betWeen multiple game players. Altema 
tively or additionally, a video game device may be a virtual 
device operated partially or entirely Within the virtual game 
space, for example, Within the central server. Such operation 
may be performed by a game player, or a non-player 
character (NPC), eg an automated agent that carries out 
prede?ned or dynamically determined instructions for the 
bene?t of the oWner of the NPC. 

[0120] Those having skill in the art Will recogniZe that 
there is little distinction betWeen hardWare and softWare 
implementations. The use of hardWare or softWare is gen 
erally a choice of convenience or design based on the 
relative importance of speed, accuracy, ?exibility and pre 
dictability. There are therefore various vehicles by Which 
processes and/or systems described herein can be effected 
(e.g., hardWare, softWare, and/or ?rmware) and that the 
preferred vehicle Will vary With the context in Which the 
technologies are deployed. 

[0121] At least a portion of the devices and/or processes 
described herein can be integrated into a data processing 
system With a reasonable amount of experimentation. Those 
having skill in the art Will recogniZe that a typical data 
processing system generally includes one or more of a 
system unit housing, a video display device, memory, pro 
cessors, operating systems, drivers, graphical or other user 
interfaces, and application programs, interaction devices 
such as a touch pad or screen, and/or control systems 
including feedback loops and control motors. A typical data 
processing system may be implemented utiliZing any suit 
able commercially available components to create the gam 
ing environment described herein. 

[0122] While gaming environments as previously 
described alloW for interactions betWeen players, they gen 
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erally lack sophisticated ?nancial systems. This lack limits 
?nancial interactions to trade or barter systems or very 
rudimentary banking systems Which do not have the ability 
to infuse currency into the virtual World or transfer sums 
betWeen players and/or through third party intermediaries 
such that the currency may be used by those other than the 
original holders to advance play in the game. This limits the 
ability of the economy of the virtual World to expand and 
decreases the depth of play available. 

[0123] Various embodiments of the invention address this 
issue by providing services through virtual ?nancial inter 
mediaries similar to those provided by ?nancial intermedi 
aries in the real World. Financial intermediaries include, but 
are not limited to, depository institutions, contractual sav 
ings institutions, and investment intermediaries. Players and 
player characters can take advantage of the ?nancial prod 
ucts and services offered by these institutions to develop 
more complex levels of play and increase their interactions 
in the game. In one embodiment, the virtual ?nancial 
intermediaries and the services they provide are linked to 
real World credit lines permitting an increase in the currency 
available for use Within the parameters of the game, thus 
encouraging groWth and development of the virtual envi 
ronment. The various ?nancial intermediaries available in 
the virtual environment may each serve different or over 
lapping purposes and provide means for using, saving, 
borroWing and transferring currency. In another embodi 
ment, player characters can make use of their real World 
?nancial holdings and ?nancial instruments, e.g., credit 
lines, to create a virtual ?nancial institution, e.g., establish 
ing a virtual bank or virtual credit card provider or other 
?nancial intermediary. 

[0124] One of the services provided by ?nancial interme 
diaries is the transfer of funds betWeen parties. Such trans 
fers frequently take the form of loans. A simple loan 
provides the borroWer With an amount of funds, Which at the 
maturity date, must be repaid to the lender along With the 
interest payment. A ?xed payment loan provides a borroWer 
With an amount of funds that is to be repaid by making the 
same payment every term, consisting in part of the principal 
and interest for a set length of time. 

[0125] The source of the funds from the loan may be from 
other players Who have placed funds With the ?nancial 
intermediary, funds from real World ?nancial intermediaries, 
including banks or credit card companies. The funds may be 
converted from one or more currencies, e.g., a real World 
currency such as US Dollars, into one or more virtual 
currencies, e.g., Linden Dollars. The conversion may 
include a conversion or exchange rate, or against assets 
belonging to the borroWer that may or may not be held by 
the ?nancial intermediary. 

[0126] Entities Wishing to lend funds may be charged a fee 
for providing the loan. The fee may be charged by a virtual 
World governing entity, real World governing entity, game 
server, game oWner, server oWner, central ?nancial institu 
tion, real or virtual World ?nancial intermediaries, including 
banks or against assets belonging to the borroWer that may 
or may not be held by the ?nancial intermediary. or any 
combination of the above. Such fees may be one time fees, 
recurring fees, charged per loan, based on the amount of the 
loan, a ?at fee, charged When the loan originates, charged 
When payments are made etc. Such fees may additionally 
take the form of a license. 
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[0127] In various embodiments, the present invention pro 
vides a system of public and private means of lending funds 
to player characters or NPCs for use Within the virtual World. 
Such funds permit the redistribution of ?nancial assets and 
the expansion of the game and depth of play available. 
Funds may be lent through the issuing of bonds, virtual 
governing entity securities, and consumer and commercial 
loans or by any other means typically used to advance funds. 
These types of lending vehicles are collectively referred to 
as “loans” throughout the application for ease of description. 
In one embodiment, there may be a limit to the number of 
loans or the total amount of loans that any one ?nancial 
intermediary may provide. Such a limit may be based on a 
percentage of funds held by the ?nancial intermediary, or 
risk parameters. Such parameters may be established by the 
governing entity, a central ?nancial institution, the game 
server, game oWner, server oWner, ?nancial intermediary 
oWner, or negotiation among the players. All such loans may 
be secured (fully or partially) or unsecured. 

[0128] According to one embodiment, a player character 
may request a loan from a virtual bank or other ?nancial 
intermediary. In another embodiment, a character may 
obtain a loan from another character, NPC, or business 
operated by a character including, for example, a paWnshop, 
loan shark, a developer, a foundation, cooperative, or other 
business. Additionally or alternatively, the ?nancial inter 
mediary may reside partially or entirely outside of the virtual 
game space, instead using a separate computing system, e. g., 
a real World bank’s or real World credit card company’s 
computing system With an interface to the virtual game 
space and/or to the game console or both. 

[0129] It is to be understood that players may control one 
or more characters and each character may apply for and 
obtain one or more loans. In some embodiments, a player 
character may be limited from lending currency to himself, 
another player character or NPC oWned, operated, or oth 
erWise partially or entirely controlled by the same player, or 
a player character or NPC that is a family member, guild 
member, or is otherWise af?liated in some Way With the 
player character Who deposited currency in the bank. 

[0130] For ease of description, the term “bank” is used 
throughout the present disclosure When describing an exem 
plary embodiment of a ?nancial intermediary or other lend 
ing entity Which may function as a lending institution, 
hoWever it is understood that the processes as described 
herein may apply to any type of ?nancial intermediary or 
lending institution and the types of services they generally 
provide in the real World. 

[0131] According to an embodiment, a loan is obtained by 
applying for a loan, receiving terms of the loan, agreeing to 
the terms of the loan and receiving the funds. An exemplary 
system 100 con?gured to provide the virtual environment 
described above is shoWn in FIG. 2. As shoWn, system 100 
may include a game server 102, a bank server 104, and a 
credit card issuer server 106. 

[0132] Game server 102 may include a Loan Creation 
Program 108, Whereby a bank server can register a loan With 
the game server. Game server 102 may further include a 
simple Loan Payment Program 110, a complex Loan Pay 
ment Program (complex) 112, a Prohibit Sale of Virtual 
Assets Program 114, a Debit Card Issuance Program 116, a 
Debit Card Usage Program 118, a Loan Converted to Shares 
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of Asset Program 120, a Loan request program (no bank) 
122, a Loan acceptance program (no bank), or a Forced Sale 
of Assets Program, eg a foreclosure program. 124. Bank 
server 104 may equally be any other ?nancial intermediary 
server including a contractual savings institution or invest 
ment intermediary server. Such servers 104 may include a 
simple Loan Generation Program 126, a complex Loan 
Generation Program 128, a register Loan With game server 
program 130, a Loan Payment Program (automatic) 132, a 
Loan Payment Program (invoice) 134, an Advertisement 
program 136, a Loan Payment Program (choice of real or 
virtual cash) 138, a Ping Credit Line 140, a prohibit Sale of 
Virtual Assets Program 142, a Release Credit Line When 
Loan is paid 144, a Debit Card Issuance Program 146, a 
Debit Card Usage Program 148, a Debit Card Issuance 
Program (register debit card With game server) 150, a Debit 
Card Usage Program (register debit card With game server) 
152, a Loan Converted to Shares of Asset Program (bank 
managed) 154, a Loan Converted to Shares of Asset Pro 
gram (game server managed) 156 or a Forced Sale of Assets 
Program, eg a foreclosure program. Server 104 may further 
include an interest rate or penalty determination program, 
Credit Card Issuer Server 106 may include a Lock Credit 
Line Program 158, a Real Cash Payment Program 160, a 
Release Credit Line 162, and a Ping Credit Line program 
164. 

[0133] A Character may apply for one or more loans in a 
variety of Ways. In one embodiment, a loan may be granted 
based on a simple request. Such a request may be completed 
by any means desired, i.e. through the selection of a loan in 
a bank, through e-mail, virtual Written requests, instant 
messaging, screen request, or through a formal loan appli 
cation. According to one embodiment, simple Loan Genera 
tion program 126 may be con?gured to create a loan using 
some or all of the folloWing method steps: 

[0134] 1. Receive a request to borroW virtual currency; 

[0135] 2. Determine a virtual currency loan amount; 

[0136] 3. Output a loan offer including amount, interest 
rate and payment schedule to player character; 

[0137] 4. Record loan; and 

[0138] 5. Output virtual currency to player character 
account. 

[0139] In another embodiment, characters may be required 
to complete a loan application. An application may request 
information such as details regarding the player or player 
character, the amount of the loan sought, the duration of the 
loan sought, real World ?nancial information, real World 
credit information, real World credit rating, virtual World 
credit rating, the purpose of the loan, a business plan, 
collateral, proof of a virtual World job, proof of assets, other 
information typical for use in credit scoring or any combi 
nation thereof. 

[0140] In a further embodiment, a loan may be applied for 
in an environment other than the game environment in 
Which the lending entity is located. For example, a lending 
Website could exist outside of the environs of the game. 
Once the loan agreement is established, an entity controlled 
by the loan issuer could transfer the appropriate amount of 
virtual currency to the character requesting the loan. In one 
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embodiment, Loan Generation program 126 may be con?g 
ured to create a loan using some or all of the folloWing 
method steps: 

[0141] 1. Receive game type. 

[0142] 2. Receive game server. 

[0143] 3. Receive player character ID. 

[0144] 4. Receive Loan amount. 

[0145] 5. Receive Credit Card number. 

[0146] 6. Determine and output loan payment plan 

[0147] 7. Receive acceptance of plan 

[0148] 8. Secure loan With credit card 

[0149] 9. Output loan approved message. 

[0150] 10. Transmit loan to appropriate character in 
virtual World. 

Such a Website could be maintained by the game server, 
oWner, manufacturer, or by a third party. Fees could be 
charged by the game or game server for such transactions 
and transfers into the game, or a license could be sold 
alloWing such transactions to occur. Additionally, the game 
server or manufacturer could pay a fee to the host of the 
Website for each loan that is generated. 

[0151] In another embodiment, a player must guaranty the 
loan. Such a guaranty may be the registration of a real World 
credit line. Such a credit line may be a credit card, private 
or public payment facilitator (i.e. paypal) or other ?nancial 
security and/ or the ?nancial security of another player 
character and/or a non-playing third party, such as a bank, 
credit institution, credit card company, mutual fund, broker 
age account, hedge fund, insurance company, etc. or any 
combination of these or any other type of real World ?nan 
cial instrument or institution that provides a credit line or 
holds or secures assets for third parties. In this embodiment, 
Loan Generation Program 126 may then create a loan using 
some or all of the folloWing method steps: 

[0152] 1. Receive a request to borroW virtual cash 
including a player character ID and a real World 
account number; 

[0153] 2. Validate real World account number and credit 
line amount 

[0154] 3. Determine a virtual loan amount based on 
credit line amount and/or currency conversion rate 

[0155] 4. Determine an interest rate or late payment fees 
or penalties and virtual payment schedule 

[0156] 5. Determine collateral requirements 

[0157] 6. Output a loan offer including a virtual cash 
loan amount, interest rate and/ or penalties, and/ or vir 
tual payment schedule to player character 

[0158] 7. Receive acceptance of loan offer from player 
character 

[0159] 8. Lock credit line 

[0160] 9. Create neW loan record 

[0161] 10. Output virtual currency to player character 
account 
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[0162] An exemplary method for obtaining a loan is 
shown in the ?ow chart in FIG. 3 in which the player 
completes a loan application and requests a loan. As shown 
in the ?owchart, the lending entity determines if there is a 
real world credit line associated with the character which 
could be used to guarantee the loan and veri?es that the real 
world credit line is valid. Alternatively, a character may be 
given the option of using the credit line already on ?le or 
supplying an additional credit line to be used. The lending 
entity may then determine the amount to be lent, interest rate 
to be charged, collateral required, late payment or penalty 
fees, conversion rates and payment terms in any order. The 
lending entity may further include fees in the terms of the 
loan. The character is then presented with the terms of the 
loan and may then either accept or reject the loan and/or 
request modi?cation of any one or more of its terms. 

[0163] The terms of the loan may be determined by the 
?nancial intermediary, the game server, the owner of the 
server, by agreement between the characters, or by any other 
party to the negotiations. The terms may include such things 
as the amount of currency the bank is willing to lend to the 
character, the type of collateral the bank will require, the 
interest rate for the loan, the term of the loan, the payment 
schedule for the loan, an origination fee, commitment fee, 
any additional fees the bank may decide to charge, annual 
percentage rate, if there will be a balloon payment, current 
or anticipated, i.e., future currency conversion rates or 
factors or any combination thereof. In one embodiment, the 
character may be able to vary one or more of the terms of the 
loan such as interest rate, due date, grace period, penalties, 
service charge, transferability, fees, automatic repayment, 
payment of other obligations, and exchange value. In 
another embodiment, the terms are dictated by the lender. 

[0164] In determining the terms of the loan, the bank or 
other lending entity may evaluate a number of factors 
including the creditworthiness of the character or player, the 
credit history of the player, the virtual and/or real credit 
history of the character applying for the loan, the real world 
credit lines available to the requester; past delinquency rates; 
the length of time the character has existed; the skill level of 
the character and/or player; and the assets held by the 
character as well as any other type of information typically 
used in evaluating credit worthiness of a borrower; market 
forces, real world ?nancial indicators, virtual world ?nancial 
indicators, the bank or other lending entity’s current port 
folio, the growth rate of the game, the type of player account, 
in?ation rates, the purpose of the loan, current or anticipated 
currency conversion rates, the credit worthiness or history of 
the character or player in a related or unrelated third party 
game space, or other ?nancial evaluators. 

[0165] In another embodiment, the bank may verify the 
character’s virtual credit score. In another embodiment, the 
bank may verify the player’s real world credit score. Virtual 
and real credit scores may be based on information such as 
the types of bills owed by the character/player, the timeliness 
of payments, loans outstanding, credit lines available, length 
of credit history, new credit applications, income, marital 
status, length of time playing the game, or any combination 
of the above or any other ?nancial or demographic or 
character or player character information. 

[0166] In one embodiment, in determining how much to 
lend, the bank may determine the amount arbitrarily, may 
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agree to lend all or part of the amount requested, may 
determine what percentage of income, whether virtual or 
real, would go to paying back the loan, may determine how 
much debt the character has whether virtual or real, or may 
set maximum loan amounts depending on limits set by a) the 
game manufacturer, b) the owner(s) of the server(s) upon 
which the game resides, c) one or more player characters, d) 
market forces, e) negotiation among the affected parties, f) 
any combination of the above or changes or trends, or 
anticipated changes in any one or more of the above. 

[0167] In another embodiment, the character’s credit score 
in?uences the terms of the loan. In a further embodiment, the 
player’s credit score in?uences the terms of a loan. In a 
further embodiment, both the character’s and the player’s 
credit scores in?uence the terms of the loan. For example, 
the credit scores may determine whether to issue the loan, 
the interest rate to be charged, the fees to be charged and/or 
other term and restrictions of the loan. In another embodi 
ment, current rates of default, i.e., the current rate that one 
or more, or a group or all other player’s have or are likely 
to default, and/or current pro?tability and/or other risk 
factors in?uence the banks willingness to loan funds to a 
requesting player character and/or in?uences the amount 
and/or terms of such loan. 

[0168] Loan applications and credit histories may be 
stored by any means applicable. For example, a program 
may be introduced that tracks and displays all available 
credit lines, current loans, available loans, including their 
terms and conditions, such as interest rates, a listing of 
players wishing to borrow or loan currency, etc., and dis 
plays such information to interested player characters. 
Banks, and/or player characters may use this program to 
determine if they wish to loan or borrow virtual cash and/or 
commit part or all of their available real world credit line to 
the game, bank or player character(s), along with terms and 
conditions for its use. As shown in FIG. 4, the bank or player 
characters willing to provide a loan to a character may 
indicate the amount of currency they are willing to lend. The 
borrower may then request an amount of a loan up to or 
equal to the amount the bank or other entity is willing to 
lend. In another embodiment, such credit information and 
histories are stored in existing real world credit rating 
systems, such as Equifax and provided to the real or virtual 
?nancial intermediary via an interface directly or indirectly, 
e.g., via the game server, with the credit rating service’s 
systems. 

[0169] In another embodiment, a limit on the amount of 
currency that may be borrowed at any one time or by a given 
character or player may be set by a) the game manufacturer, 
b) the owner(s) of the server(s) upon which the game 
resides, c) one or more player characters, d) market forces, 
e) negotiation among the affected parties, f) the player 
characters virtual or real net worth, g) debt to equity ratio, 
h) total virtual amount, i) total monthly payment amount, j) 
other ?nancial constraints established by the lender, or k) 
virtual or real world rules and regulations, or 1) any com 
bination thereof. 

[0170] Loans may be secured or unsecured. An unsecured 
loan is a loan that is issued and supported only by the 
borrower’s creditworthiness, rather than by some sort of 
collateral. A secured loan is a loan which is backed partially 
or fully by collateral. Such collateral may belong to the 
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character seeking the loan or to a third party. The collateral 
may be a real World credit line supported by a real World 
?nancial institution, a real World ?nancial security, a real 
World asset, a virtual property or business, a virtual World 
asset, a real World property, a promise to perform certain 
services or any combination thereof. 

[0171] In one embodiment, the collateral is a real World 
credit line. The player may indicate the amount of collateral 
in the form of the real World credit line he is Willing to 
allocate against the virtual loan. According to one embodi 
ment, real World credit lines can be frozen, for part or the full 
amount of the loan, by the bank oWner, e.g., a ?nancial 
intermediary, and/or just periodically “pinged” to ensure 
their validity and that su?icient credit is available to under 
Write the loan and/or to pay for any loan payments When 
they become periodically due. The continuing availability of 
the real World credit line may be determined by any means 
applicable. According to one embodiment, Ping Credit Line 
program 140 may be con?gured to complete some or all of 
the folloWing steps: 

[0172] 1. Determine that a player character has an 
outstanding virtual loan 

[0173] 2. Determine real and virtual cash value of loan 

[0174] 3. Retrieve credit card associated With loan 

[0175] 4. Ping credit card for the outstanding real cash 
value of the loan amount 

[0176] 5. If credit equal to loan amount is not available 

[0177] 6. Liquidate or place a lien on virtual assets of 
player character for any amount less than, equal to or 
greater than the virtual cash value of virtual loan 
(depending upon the terms of the loan) 

[0178] 7. Deposit virtual cash in loan account to ful?ll 
outstanding loan payments due and/or pay off loan 

[0179] In the event the real World credit line securing the 
loan is cancelled or closed, the system could receive noti 
?cation that the real World credit card or credit line is no 
longer valid or otherWise available. Upon noti?cation that 
the credit line is no longer valid or available, or is otherWise 
insufficient to provide the required collateral, the bank, 
system, game oWner, server oWner, or other debt holder may 
require payment in part or in full of the loan, require the 
player to provide a neW credit line, require additional 
collateral to secure the loan, secure a secondary line of credit 
Which Was previously provided or may be secured from 
other player characters, notify other characters of the oppor 
tunity to purchase a loan, foreclose on virtual assets held by 
the defaulting character, freeZe part or all of the virtual 
accounts of the character or player, including preventing the 
player character from continuing play or buying and/or 
selling any assets, or any combination thereof. 

[0180] The lock on the real World credit line may be 
released When the loan is repaid. According to one embodi 
ment, Release Credit Line When Loan is paid program 144 
may be con?gured to: 

[0181] 1. Receive indication that ?nal payment of vir 
tual loan has been received 

[0182] 2. Retrieve credit card associated With virtual 
loan 

[0183] 3. Notify credit card issuer to release credit line 
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[0184] Alternatively, as the loan is paid doWn, a percent 
age of the real World credit line may be released in propor 
tion to or in some other ratio With the amount paid. In this 
example, the real World credit line held is reduced as the loan 
is repaid, instead of Waiting for the entire loan to be repaid, 
thus freeing real World credit lines for other purposes. Such 
a release could be managed by any means available. Accord 
ing to one embodiment, Release Credit Line When Loan is 
paid program 144 may be con?gured to: 

[0185] 1. Receive indication that a periodic payment of 
virtual loan has been received 

[0186] 2. Retrieve credit card associated With virtual 
loan 

[0187] 3. Notify credit card issuer to release an equal or 
other determined portion of the credit line. 

[0188] A real World credit line can secure the loan pay 
ment amount, the entire loan amount, or a ratio of the tWo. 
In calculating the amount to be secured factors such as game 
groWth rates and/or game stability, number of players play 
ing or expected to play, taxes, in?ation and/or exchange 
rates, credit Worthiness of the character or player, deter 
mined or expected risk of the venture or purpose of the loan, 
probability that the loan Will be repaid, the amount of debt 
the character has outstanding or any combination thereof 
may be considered in determining the total amount to secure 
on the real World credit line. Such determinations and 
evaluations may be made manually or automatically by a) 
the game manufacturer, b) the oWner(s) of the server(s) upon 
Which the game resides, c) one or more player characters, d) 
market forces, e) negotiation among the affected parties, f) 
any combination of the above. 

[0189] In one embodiment, the amount of a real World 
credit line to be froZen may be based on the current or 
projected exchange rate of virtual currency for real currency 
and/or the current or projected rates of in?ation Within the 
real World and/or the virtual economy. According to one 
embodiment, the exchange rate could be one for one. 
Alternatively, the exchange rate may be based on the 
exchange rate at the time of the formation of the loan. It may 
also be based on the exchange rate at the time the player’s 
credit card is charged. In another embodiment, the exchange 
rate may be periodically adjustable for the term of the loan. 
Such adjustments may be based on actual or predicted 
in?ation, actual or predicted exchange rates, market forces 
or other economic indicators or a combination thereof. The 
exchange rate may be ?xed in that the rate does not change 
for the duration of the game or segment of the game. 
Alternatively, the exchange rate may be pegged to a ?oating 
real World exchange relationship, for example the US. 
dollar/Japanese yen spot exchange rate, a percentage 
thereof, a plus or minus adjustment thereof, some other 
economic indicator, or a combination thereof. The exchange 
rate may also vary depending on the country of origin of the 
player, or may be ?xed to a particular real World currency, 
e.g., all exchange rates are quoted in dollars. In another 
embodiment, the exchange rate may be ?oating and deter 
mined by market forces such as the relative demand for 
virtual currency versus real World currency, e.g., the rates 
created or as modi?ed from time-to-time Within a currency 

exchange (real or virtual). Said exchange rates may further 
be established or determined by any suitable method includ 
ing, but not limited to, by a) the game manufacturer, b) the 
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oWner(s) of the server(s) upon Which the game resides, c) 
one or more player characters, d) market forces, e) negotia 
tion among the affected parties, f) any combination of the 
above. The exchange rate may also be composed of any 
combination of the above methods. For example, the 
exchange rate could be ?xed for a certain length of time and 
then change to market forces or vice versa. Alternatively, 
there may be a cap on the amount of ?uctuation in the 
exchange rate during the term of the loan. 

[0190] In a further embodiment, the game may control the 
use of part or all of the proceeds of the loan. In one example, 
the game server or bank server could prohibit the player 
character from converting an amount of virtual cash or 
assets equal to, or greater or less than the loan amount into 
real cash. In another example, the game server or bank 
server could prohibit the (borrowing) player character from 
spending loan proceeds, i.e., virtual cash equal to, or any 
portion or percentage of, the balance of the loan on anything 
other than virtual assets and/or services speci?ed by the 
loan. In a further example, the game server could prohibit 
the player character from reselling or otherWise encumber 
ing part or all of the virtual assets purchased With the virtual 
loan until such time as the virtual loan is repaid or a certain 
percentage of the loan is repaid. 

[0191] Security for a loan may also be provided by a third 
party. In one embodiment, the bank could secure the loan 
With real World credit lines from other players. Characters 
may be Willing to lend currency When interest rates meet a 
particular threshold, for example at a speci?ed interest rate, 
Which rate may be ?xed for the term of the loan or Which 
may vary based upon any one or more variables including, 
the term, changes in the borroWers status, credit scores (real 
or virtual), assets (real or virtual), over time, rate of defaults 
on loans Within the game environment in general or for the 
lender, tied to other interest rates (real or virtual), total 
amount of loans outstanding Within the game and/or by the 
lender and/or the player character, etc. Additionally, player 
characters could specify that a certain percentage of their 
currency be lent to other player characters With varying 
virtual credit scores. For instance 40% of the loans could go 
to player characters With a high credit score, 30% to char 
acters With a loW credit score, and 30% to characters With a 
mid credit score. In an alternate embodiment, the bank could 
secure the loan through the real World credit line or other 
collateral provided by the character requesting the loan in 
combination With the real World credit line from other 
players or a third party. In another embodiment, characters 
could revieW the statistics of other characters seeking loans 
and notify the bank or other ?nancial intermediary that they 
are Willing to supply a guaranty for a particular borroWer(s), 
Which guaranty may be for part or all of the loan amount(s) 
requested. Private loans betWeen players may also be con 
ducted and facilitated by an embodiment of the present 
invention. According to another embodiment, players can 
pay an additional up front or recurring fee so that their 
characters can issue or take loans from other player char 
acters or NPCs. 

[0192] According to a further embodiment, a player char 
acter or virtual bank can loan currency to another player 
character and receive loan payments Without those loan 
payments being secured by a credit card. The ?rst player 
character establishes a request for an amount of currency. A 
second player character (or, alternatively, tWo or more player 
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characters or a virtual bank) agrees to loan the ?rst player 
character the currency for a term and With an interest rate 
and/or other payment terms, and the virtual currency is 
placed in escroW With the central server. When the ?rst 
player character agrees to the loan terms of the second player 
character, the central server releases the funds at such times 
and amounts and tracks the payments due from the ?rst 
player to the second player, according to the terms and 
conditions of the loan agreement. This method may also be 
used With loans that are secured With a credit card line of 
credit. 

[0193] An exemplary method of obtaining third party 
security is provided in the How chart in FIG. 8. As shoWn in 
the How chart, a character requests a loan and the bank 
submits the loan request to other players or player characters 
that have expressed an interest in securing loans. Once one 
or more players or characters have agreed to secure the loan, 
the borroWer is presented With the terms of the loan. The 
bank or server may then lock the real World credit line of the 
securing player or character according to the amount each 
has agreed to secure or some fraction thereof and deposits 
the loan in the borroWer’s account. 

[0194] In another embodiment, the collateral is a non 
?nancial asset. Such an asset includes any item of economic 
value including, but not limited to, a virtual object; a virtual 
skill or attribute; virtual property or business; a real World 
object or property; a promise to perform certain services, a 
promise to refrain from certain activities, such as doing 
battle With one or more player characters or a clan, or any 
combination thereof. 

[0195] In one embodiment, the sale or transfer of the item 
pledged as collateral may be limited, in full or in part, by the 
game server, bank server, oWner of the server, or one or more 
characters or virtual businesses. For example, a paWnshop 
may hold the asset in trust until the loan is paid. The sale or 
transfer of collateral may be governed by a program such as 
Prohibit Sale of Virtual Assets program 114 Which may be 
con?gured to perform one or all of the folloWing steps: 

[0196] 1. Receive a request to sell a virtual item from a 
player character. 

[0197] 2. Determine if there is an outstanding loan or 
lien against either the player character or on the item. 

[0198] 3. If there is an outstanding loan or lien, prohibit 
the sale of the item and notify player character. 

[0199] or 

[0200] 4. If the purchase price is equal to or exceeds the 
lien or loan amount, alloW the sale of the item and 
immediately pay doWn the loan obligation With the 
proceeds. 

[0201] or 

[0202] 5. If the purchase price is equal to or exceeds the 
loan amount alloW the sale of the item but lock up an 
amount of the proceeds of the sale equal to all or a 
portion of the outstanding loan amount. 

[0203] The bank or other party providing the loan may 
desire part oWnership in an asset in return for the loan. For 
example in one embodiment, the loan could be structured so 
that it is convertible for a percentage oWnership of the item 
or asset that it Was used to purchase (and/or in addition to 
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additional assets and/or penalties). In this embodiment, the 
player character that took out the loan or the bank that issued 
the loan can convert the loan obligation into a percentage 
oWnership of the asset(s) that the loan Was used to purchase. 
The terms of the conversion could be speci?ed in the loan 
agreement and the conversion rate may change over time as 
the loan balance is reduced. In another embodiment, the 
bank could obtain possession of the entire item or asset in 
the event of a default. The bank could then sell or otherWise 
dispose of the asset. 

[0204] Such information or proceeds may be stored by any 
means available. According to one embodiment such infor 
mation is generated through Loan Converted to Shares of 
Asset program 120 Which may be con?gured to perform 
some or all of the folloWing steps: 

[0205] 1. Receive a request to convert all or a portion of 
an outstanding loan into shares of a virtual asset by a 
virtual bank server or player character. 

[0206] 2. Retrieve and amend loan obligation. 

[0207] 3. Retrieve and amend oWnership structure of 
virtual asset. 

[0208] 4. Notify loan parties and oWners of asset that 
loan has been converted into shares of a virtual asset. 

[0209] According to another embodiment, rather than a 
loan, the bank could take a percentage of the venture that a 
player character Was presenting. The percentage could be as 
an oWner or as virtual stock or stock options. In the event 

that the percentage is in stock or stock options, the bank may 
limit the amount of stock the business may issue such that 
the percentage oWnership does not become diluted or is not 
diluted more than a determined percentage. In another 
embodiment, the bank may receive a percentage of stock or 
stock options in the business With each issuance of neW 
stock. This decision can be made by the game server based 
on the venture and the player character credit scores or real 
World credit line and/or manually. In another embodiment, 
the bank may have a ?rst right of refusal to purchase any 
additional shares issued by the business. 

[0210] Additionally, the terms of the loan may include 
interest. The interest rate may be ?xed in that the rate does 
not change for the duration of the game or segment of the 
game. Alternatively, in another embodiment, the interest rate 
is pegged to a ?oating real World or virtual World interest 
rate, a percentage thereof, or an interest rate plus or minus 
a particular sum (i.e. prime +/—2%). An exemplary real 
World interest rate Would be the three month U.S. treasury 
bill yield to maturity. In another embodiment, the interest 
rate may be determined by market forces such as exchanges 
in the virtual or real World or other economic indicators. 
Said interest rates may further be established or determined 
by any suitable method including, but not limited to, a) the 
game manufacturer, b) the oWner(s) of the server(s) upon 
Which the game resides, c) one or more player characters, d) 
market forces, e) negotiation among the affected parties, f) 
the availability of funds, g) the current or predicted real or 
virtual credit score of the player, h) the current ratio of bank 
funds on deposit vs. the total amount of loans, i) payment 
performance, j) adherence to loan restrictions or other terms, 
k) number of initial or subsequent defaults on loans by the 
player character, 1) real or virtual credit scores, m) any other 
?nancial or other terms as determined by the lender and 
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agreed upon by the borroWer n) by any real World or virtual 
rule, laW or regulation, or 0) any combination of the above. 

[0211] In another embodiment, interest rates may be cus 
tomiZed on the basis of risk or a change in risk: i.e. reasons 
for or uses of the proceeds of the loan; the ?nancial or 
business plan underlying the loan; default rate of the bor 
roWer; credit Worthiness of the borroWer; type of virtual 
investment pursued by the borroWer; portfolio of the bank; 
outstanding loans of the borroWer; hoW much currency the 
bank has available to lend; costs to the bank for obtaining the 
currency; the term of the loan; or any change in any one or 
more of the foregoing and/or any combination thereof. 
Evaluation of the risk may be determined by a) the game 
manufacturer, b) the oWner(s) of the server(s) upon Which 
the game resides, c) one or more player characters, d) market 
forces, e) negotiation among the affected parties, or f) any 
combination of these. 

[0212] In charging interest, the game or virtual bank server 
may periodically determine an average balance over a ?xed 
time period, multiply the balance by the speci?ed interest 
rate and charge the virtual interest rate to the account. Such 
compounding time periods may be continuously hourly, 
daily, Weekly, monthly, yearly or as determined by a) the 
game manufacturer, b) the oWner(s) of the server(s) upon 
Which the game resides, c) one or more player characters, d) 
market forces, e) negotiation among the affected parties, f) 
any real World or virtual rule, laW or regulation, or g) any 
combination thereof. 

[0213] The terms of the loan may include various types of 
payment options including equal payments, in Which equal 
payments are made Within speci?ed terms such as daily, 
Weekly, monthly, yearly or any fraction thereof. In one 
embodiment, part of each payment goes to the principal and 
the rest to interest payments. In another embodiment it may 
be an interest only loan. In an alternate embodiment, the 
equal payments may require a ?nal balloon payment. In 
another embodiment, the interest only loan may require a 
?nal balloon payment. The loan may have a pre-payment 
penalty in Which payment before the end of the loan Will 
incur a fee or other penalty. In another embodiment, the loan 
may be paid in full prior to the end of the term of the loan 
Without penalty. In yet another embodiment, the loan may be 
re?nanced. According to another embodiment, player char 
acters can choose, at any time, Whether they Want a loan to 
be charged to their virtual cash account or their credit card 
on ?le or any combination of these options. In a further 
embodiment, the payment option is provided by the bank or 
other entity providing the loan. In another embodiment, the 
payment option may be selected or proposed by the char 
acter as shoWn in FIG. 5. Such payment information and 
receipt of payment may be stored by any means desired. 
According to one embodiment, simple loan payment pro 
gram 110 may be con?gured to: 

[0214] 1. Receive an indication that a loan payment has 
been made 

[0215] 2. Store loan payment With loan record 

[0216] The loan terms may also include fees. In one 
embodiment, the fees are part of the interest rate, in another 
embodiment the fees must be paid separately. Such fees may 
be a percentage of the loan or a ?at fee or a combination 

thereof. In one embodiment, the fees are expressed as part of 
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the annual percentage rate. Fees may also be incurred if 
payments are late, for example, the payment may be for one 
amount if received by or on a ?rst date, and a second higher 
amount if paid by or on a second date. Fees may also be 
charged to verify the availability of the credit line being used 
to guaranty the loan. In one embodiment, a loan origination 
fee is charged to the credit line to verify that the account is 
active. 

[0217] According to another embodiment, any one or 
more of the maximum loan amount, interest percentage rate, 
late or other fees and pay period, term or any other terms and 
conditions on the loan can be affected by any one or more 
of the folloWing including: 

[0218] l. The virtual or real World assets of a player 
character Within the game or one or more a?iliated or 

unaffiliated third party games. 

[0219] 2. The level or skill level of a player character 
Within the game or one or more af?liated or unaffiliated 

third party games. 

[0220] 3. The trend or rate of change of the skill level 
of the player character Within the game or one or more 
af?liated or una?iliated third party games. 

0221 4. The a e of the character account Within the g 
game or one or more af?liated or unaffiliated third party 

games. 

[0222] 5. The type of player account, e.g., basic or 
premium. 

[0223] 6. The player character’s previous payment his 
tory or performance Within the game or one or more 
af?liated or una?iliated third party games. 

[0224] 7. The existing outstanding debt or other virtual 
loans outstanding to the player character Within the 
game or one or more af?liated or unaffiliated third party 

games. 

[0225] 8. The player character’s purpose or intended 
use of the proceeds of the virtual loan Within the game 
or one or more a?iliated or unaffiliated third party 

games. 

[0226] 9. The current or projected interest rates and/or 
in?ation rate and/or exchange rate(s) Within the game 
and/or the real World and/or Within one or more a?ili 
ated or unrelated third party virtual games or virtual 
economies. 

[0227] 10. The current or projected interest rates 
charged by the credit card companies. 

[0228] 11. The current or projected stability or future 
prospects of the game or of virtual games in general or 
of one or more speci?c virtual games and/or virtual 
economies. 

[0229] 12. The current or projected credit Worthiness of 
the player character and/or the player character(s) or 
?nancial intermediaries’ current or projected credit 
Worthiness. 

[0230] 13. The current or projected health of a real 
World economy, e.g., the projected groWth rates of the 
US Economy, e.g., the current or projected US Gross 
Domestic Product (GDP). 
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[0231] 14. By agreement among one or more players 
and/or ?nancial intermediaries. 

[0232] 15. By laW, regulation or governing body. 

[0233] 16. Randomly. 

[0234] 17. The projected impact of one or more loans on 
the outcome of the game for the borroWing player 
character and/or one or more or all of the players in a 

game. 

[0235] 18. The projected impact on the groWth rate of 
the virtual economy, e.g., the Virtual GDP 

[0236] 19. The projected impact on the in?ation rate 
Within the virtual economy. 

[0237] 20. The projected effect of such loan(s) upon the 
availability or use of certain resources. 

[0238] 21. The projected impact on the overall enjoy 
ment or longevity of the game and/or one or more 
players Within the game. 

[0239] 22. The projected impact on the pro?tability of 
any one or more of the folloWing, including: the player 
character(s), the ?nancial intermediaries, the game 
oWner, the affected parties to the loan(s), the real World 
?nancial institutions, or any third parties. 

[0240] 23. And/or any combination of any of the for 
going. 

[0241] According to another embodiment, the loan may be 
issued as a virtual debit card. The use of the card may be 
limited to purchases that are speci?ed in the loan obligation 
or by the account (in the case of a loan not being involved). 
Player characters can give these debit cards to other player 
characters and/or NPC’s Who can use the outstanding or 
remaining balance on the card for virtual purchases speci?ed 
When the debit card Was created. Debit cards can be given 
to a ?rst player character When a second player character 
relies on the ?rst player character to purchase something for 
him, but cannot trust the player character With virtual cash 
that has unrestricted purchase parameters. Debit cards can be 
used to create in game payment vehicles that can only be 
used to purchase certain virtual assets and/or services. Debit 
cards can also be created that have access to speci?ed 
amounts of funds. Such amounts may be a percentage of the 
cash available in the account or may be a ?xed amount or a 
combination thereof such that there is a minimum or maxi 
mum percentage of available assets that can be used or 
minimum or maximum ?xed amount and a percentage that 
is available. 

[0242] Information regarding the debit card may be stored 
by any means applicable. In one example, such information 
is stored on game server 102. In another embodiment such 
information is stored on bank server 104. 

[0243] A Debit Card Database 168 or 172 may comprise 
information such as: 

[0244] 1. Bank ID 

[0245] 2. Debit Card ID 

[0246] 3. Debit Card Amount by category l-n 

[0247] 4. Debit Card Issue Date 

[0248] 5. Debit Card Conditions l-n 
















